
Rotation as Remedy 

 
 
Aquinas, Saint Thomas 
A complex and ornate design 
of intertwined floral, foliate, 
and geometrical figures. 
 
Audubon, John James  
A quantity to which another 
quantity, the addend, is 
added. 
 
Bartok, Bela  
Any of a family of subatomic 
particles, including the 
nucleon and hyperon 
multiplets, that participate in 
strong interactions, have half-
integral spins, and are 
generally more massive than 
mesons. 
 
Beatles 
The sweetheart of a woman 
or girl. 
 
Beckett, Samuel  
To signal or summon, as by 
nodding or waving. 
 
Bruckner, Anton  
To injure the surface of the 
skin without rupture. To 
pound into fragments; crush.  
 
Buddha 
An inclined trough on which 
ore is separated from waste 
by washing with running 
water. 

  
Burke, Edmund  
A knot, lump, or slub in yarn 
or cloth. 
 
Chekhov, Anton 
A pincerlike claw, as of a 
lobster, crab, or similar 
crustacean. 
 
Clausewitz, Karl von  
A pathological fear of 
confined spaces. 
 
Dante Alighieri 
To fish by letting a baited 
hook fall gently on the water. 
 
Darwin, Charles 
To add an enlivening or 
altering element to; mix; 
adulterate. 
 
Dickinson, Emily  
Having stamens and pistils in 
separate flowers. 
 
Diderot, Denis  
Contraction of did not. 
Alternate. A mischievous 
prank or antic; caper. 
 
Eliot, T[homas] S[tearns]  
The omission of an 
unstressed vowel or syllable, 
as in scanning a verse. 
 
 



 
Ellington, Edward Kennedy 
(“Duke”) 
A plane curve formed by a 
conic section taken neither 
parallel to an element nor 
parallel to the axis of the 
intersected cone. 
 
Emerson, Ralph Waldo  
A fine-grained impure 
corundum used for grinding 
and polishing. 
Erasmus, Desiderius 
The trace or mark remaining 
on the surface from which 
something has been erased. 
 
Geronimo 
Government based on rule by 
the elders. 
 
Hegel, Georg Wilhelm 
Friedrich 
Predominance; especially, 
preponderant influence of 
one state over others. 
 
Hemingway, Ernest 
An organism that is partially 
parasitic. 
 
James, William  
Informal. To crowd to 
capacity. 
 
Jefferson, Thomas  
God, especially in Christian 
translations of the Old 
Testament. 
 
 

 
 
Jesus 
A dense black coal that takes 
a high polish and is used for 
jewelry. 
 
King, Martin Luther, Jr. 
A vertical bolt joining the 
body of a wagon to the front 
axle, and usually serving as a 
pivot. 
 
Lincoln, Abraham  
The locus of a point having 
one degree of freedom; a 
curve. 
 
Liszt, Franz 
A liturgical prayer consisting 
of phrases recited by a leader 
alternating with responses by 
the congregation. 
 
Luther, Martin  
To put out of joint; dislocate. 
 
Mahler, Gustav  
The keeper and driver of an 
elephant. 
 
Mann, Thomas  
The food miraculously 
provided for the Israelites in 
the wilderness during their 
flight from Egypt. 
 
Marx Brothers 
A confection including 
ground almonds, molded 
into decorative forms. 
 



Milton, John  
A form of ancient Greek and 
Roman drama in which 
realistic characters and 
situations were farcically 
portrayed and actual persons 
mimicked on the stage. 
 
Nietzsche, Friedrich  
Stylish, pleasing. Used as a 
term of admiration. 
 
Nixon, Richard M.  
Not so; opposed to “yes.” 
 
Odysseus 
A beverage of ancient Greece, 
consisting of wine and honey. 
 
O’Neill, Eugene  
Divination by dreams. 
 
Oppenheimer, J. Robert  
One that opposes another or 
others in a battle, contest, 
controversy, or debate. 
 
Pascal, Blaise  
A presentation and 
movement of the cape by the 
matador to attract, receive, 
and direct the charge of the 
bull. 
 
Pepys, Samuel  
Through; by means of; to, for, 
or by each; for every. 
 
Robin Hood 
Pale to green to light bluish 
green to greenish or grayish 
blue. 

 
Romanticism 
To play or frolic boisterously. 
 
Sherwood Forest 
A password, phrase, custom, 
or usage that reliably 
distinguishes the members of 
one group or class from one 
another. 
Socrates 
A section of grass-covered 
surface soil held together by 
matted roots. 
 
Spengler, Oswald 
Consumed; used up; 
expended. 
 
Stein, Gertrude 
An upright stone or slab with 
an inscribed or sculpted 
surface, used as a monument 
or as a commemorative tablet 
on the face of a building. 
 
Surrealism 
The plaintiff’s reply to the 
defendant’s rebutter. 
 
Thoreau, Henry David  
A modified branch in the 
form of a sharp, woody spine.  



And So On (Americans, Making of) 
 
 
a a and and a and any at all a a are all are a As as as a are and any and and as a 

any and are are a are a and a a any active and a a a a as a  
be be by being by being be by by been being be be being being being be be being 

be  
coming comes come coming come come come come could coming come comes 

certain covering covers come covering come covering came  
different different disappointing dry dry  
expected ever expected ever emotion everything everyone every  
from from fine feeling felt  
growing  
have happen have hardly his has his has have  
in is in is interesting interesting is interesting is inside It is I in in inside is in in in 

in important in it inside is in its is  
knowing knowing knowing keeps knowing keeps knowing king knowing  
living living little later lose losing living lose losing lively  
men more many many many may  
not not noticing not not  
one one one one one one one one one one one one one ones one often one one 

one one one one one one open one one one one one of of of of of or one 
one one one on one one one one one one one one  

passion  
quick  
richer richer richer richer rich reaction rich  
strange Sometimes some some some shrunken some some solider strange saying 

some some seem some some some sometimes some something seems 
stimulation slow sometime some sometimes sometime such such  

This together them to thing to to then that together to then that to the that that 
then that to them then then to those them they together them this together 
to together times their to together them their thinking their to together 
than them there thing those that that that together that to than that than 
that to them that them that them to that together then than that thought to 
that then there them that their there that there that to that them to they 
together to that to them they together to then the them then then that that 
that together  

until until  
very very very very very very  
whole women whole whole whole when whole was whole whole whole with 

with whole without whole without which whole when whole whole  
younger  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

And so on and so on, the ways of coming together are many 
and interesting, more and more to every one, every one 
sometimes is a whole mostly every one sometimes comes 
together in them as a whole one. 

 
 


